
CLICK

For Beyond Bars 4.0

By Dom Ocampo



CHARACTERS

KING. Black boy, he/him. Freshman. Kind but not naive. Has a black eye.

JONI. Non-white trans girl, she/her. Senior. Losing hope.

DEREK. White cis boy, he/him. Senior. Kind and naive. Misses the point.

MONITOR. White teacher. Middle aged. Sticks to the same-old. Has the key.

CASTING NOTES:
While DEREK is written as cis, the actor does not need to be.
KING can be played by any Black boy - cis, trans binary, trans-masc, etc.
JONI should be played by a trans WOC. No exceptions.
MONITOR can be any gender so long as they are white and an asshole.

SETTING

A bare classroom, at the center of which are three desks for the students to sit at.

Behind them: two empty door frames and one locked door, all dimly lit with footlights.

Ahead: a short stool with a projector on it.

Above: a cheap projector screen, flimsy, translucent.

The MONITOR can sit at a simple desk anywhere on stage, so long as they do not obstruct the
view.

AUDIENCE INTERACTION

Perhaps before the show, between each act, and during long silences, QR codes or instructions
can be projected on the back wall, directing the audience to local events that need volunteers,
petitions that need signing, organizations that need funding. Each opportunity should be quick,
painless, and directly impactful.

Playbills can also list external resources, links to our newsletter/podcast, and the play’s
bibliography.
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ACT I
CLICK

Blackout. The sound of a bell ringing, feet shuffling, a lock clicking. Lights come up on
KING, JONI, and DEREK in their seats. The projector screen should be out of sight at this time.
The MONITOR sits nearby, uninterested, maybe with their nose in a book.

A long, awkward silence. Too awkward. KING looks uncomfortable, DEREK bored, JONI
uninterested. She’s kind of loudly chewing gum.

JONI
[to KING] Gum?

KING
Sorry?

JONI stares at him, still chewing. There’s a funny beat. She pulls a stick from her pocket
and shows it to him. KING looks at it for a long time, then takes it. They have a moment and
smile at each other.

DEREK
Can I have one?

KING and JONI glance quickly over to him. A beat. JONI looks away as she tosses a
stick onto DEREK’s desk. DEREK unwraps it happily.

DEREK
[grateful chewing] So what are you in for?

JONI steals a look at KING, who looks back at her with desperate eyes.

JONI
Take me out to dinner and I’ll tell you.

DEREK pauses. KING is looking at anywhere that isn’t anyone.

DEREK
Tell me your name and I’ll take you to dinner.
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JONI
Joni.

DEREK
Sorry?

JONI
Joni.

MONITOR
SHHHHHH.

KING flinches. JONI and DEREK lack shits.

DEREK
I’m Derek.

KING
King.

DEREK
[beat] Thanks?

KING
[staring] My name. [beeeeaaaaat] Is.

DEREK
Oh.

KING
King.

DEREK
Oh -

JONI
Yikes.

MONITOR
SHHHHHHHHH.
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They hush and sit Very Still. When the MONITOR goes back to their book, JONI sticks
her tongue out in their direction.

DEREK
Well, now that we’re all acquainted.

JONI
[snorting] Yeah, now.

DEREK
[stumbling] Uh-scuse-me?

JONI
I mean. [pause] We knew you.

DEREK stares at JONI and KING, bewildered. They stare back, unfazed.

JONI
[to KING] I didn’t know you, though. Are you a - ?

JONI
[wise] Freshman.

KING
[sheepish] Freshman.

JONI
[awwww] Baby’s first detention.

KING
Can you tell?

DEREK
I couldn’t. [quickly] But. Me too.

JONI
It’s not so bad. I’m here like once a week.

DEREK
For what?

Briefly, JONI looks irritated. Then she winks at him.
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JONI
For doing nothing at all.

The MONITOR gets up. They fish the keys out of their front pocket and exit through the
far right door. When they shut it behind them, the lock clicks again. Blackout.
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ACT 2
TRIAL

Lights up. DEREK is sitting on top of his desk. KING is sitting neatly at his. JONI is
pacing the room, maybe looking in the MONITOR’s drawers, maybe jostling the locked
doorknob.

DEREK
How long are we in here for?

JONI
You’re in til you’re let out.

DEREK
And when’s that?

JONI
You ask a lot of questions.

KING
[interrupting] Can I have another piece of gum?

JONI nods, walking over to KING’s desk. She places another stick in his open palm. He
avoids eye contact as she stares intently at his black eye. Beaaaaaaaaaaaat.

KING
[squirming] Can you. Stop that.

JONI
Sorry. It’s really black.

The unfortunate wording causes KING and JONI to look at each other, stifling laughter.
DEREK snorts, but the joke wasn’t for him. KING and JONI’s faces fall; the moment’s lost.

KING
[ashamed] Is it really that bad?

JONI
[frowning, genuine] Oh, sweetie.

DEREK
Yeah.
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JONI glares at DEREK. KING slinks in his seat, poking at the swelling and wincing.
JONI swats his hand away.

KING
[muttering] How the hell do you hide a black eye.

DEREK
Sunglasses?

KING
Indoors?

DEREK
No. [thoughtful beat] Eyepatch.

KING and DEREK share a look for the first time. The boys soften. DEREK drags his desk
closer to KING with an ugly screech.

DEREK
So you got in a fight?

JONI is defensive of KING for some reason. As the boys talk, she makes herself busy.
Maybe she finds tissues, wets them with a water bottle, and dabs at the blood under KING’s eye.

KING
I guess.

DEREK
Are you okay?

KING
I guess. [quickly, to JONI] When did you say they come get us?

JONI
I don’t know. They forget about us.

DEREK
They do?

JONI
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Well.

Beat.

KING
[to DEREK, curious] The hell are you here for?

DEREK
[embarrassed] Smoking weed in the student lot.

KING’s eyes go buggy. JONI dabs his wound a little too hard. He shouts.

JONI
FUCK.

KING
OW.

DEREK
You sure you’re okay?

KING
You smoked weed in the student lot?

DEREK
[hesitant. He’s not proud of it] Yeah. It was my first time trying it. I didn’t know how to say no,
and then I coughed so loud I got caught. [joking] You ever smoke weed before?

JONI
[not getting it] Don’t patronize him.

KING pushes JONI’s hand away and scoots a little further from DEREK.

KING
No.

DEREK
[still joking] Well, if you wanna try some.

KING
No.

JONI
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Do you have some on you right now?

There is a right answer.

DEREK
No.

JONI
[tightly] Good.

There’s a long, unmoving silence. Finally, KING pushes himself to his feet and tries the
door. It’s locked, of course.

KING
I need to go home.

He starts walking toward one of the empty door frames, but JONI catches up and pulls
him gently away. They look at each other. She shakes her head in warning. DEREK doesn’t
notice.

DEREK
Right now? To do what?

KING
[sarcastically] To smoke weed. [beat] Sorry.

DEREK
All good, man -

KING
I got kids to take care of.

DEREK
Kids?

KING
[quickly] Sisters. Little sisters. I gotta make dinner. Can you help me out of here?

JONI softens and immediately gets to work looking for a key. Maybe she pulls a bobby
pin out of her hair to try the knob. DEREK is slow after her, trying to be a comfort.
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DEREK
You the oldest?

KING nods. He’s fidgeting, watching JONI try the door.

DEREK
They’re lucky to have you.

KING
Not if they don’t eat they’re not.

DEREK
You’ll be fine, man. Detention’s only an hour. I mean, your parents can look after them, right?

Yikes. He can tell that wasn’t the right thing to say. DEREK tries to recover:

DEREK
Parent?

Y i k e s.

DEREK
I’m sorry.

KING
No, all good.

JONI
Uh-huh.

DEREK
No, I shouldn’t have.

No one says anything because he’s right. He shouldn’t have. All is quiet but for the
jingling of the doorknob.

KING
My parents aren’t dead. Just so you know. [beat] So don’t pity me.

DEREK
Okay.
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KING
My dad just works late. And my mom’s in prison.

JONI misses the doorknob and stabs DEREK, who is standing beside her, with her bobby
pin. DEREK bites back a surprised yell.

KING
I see how that’s not better.

DEREK
I don’t know what to say,
man.

KING
Forget about it.

JONI
You wanna move on?

KING
We can move on.

DEREK
No, no, how do you move on from that?

KING shrugs. When DEREK keeps staring:

JONI
How old’s your youngest, King?

KING
Four. [smiling] I was gonna make her broccoli tonight. You ever met a kid who likes broccoli?

JONI looks happy for him. Wistful. They share a soft look.

JONI
You like having sisters?

KING
Love it? Yeah. Like it? No.

JONI
I’d like it. I’d like some.

KING
You can have all of ‘em.
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JONI
Yeah?

KING
Take the broccoli, too.

JONI
Fuck your broccoli.

DEREK
You don’t like broccoli?

JONI stares at him, lips parted. A pause. DEREK’s in for it. The following is rapid-fire:

JONI
How do you eat it?

DEREK
Raw?

JONI
Raw?

JONI
Nah.

DEREK
They’re healthy. Snacky.

JONI
[adding] A white delicacy.

DEREK
Great for cocktail parties.

JONI
What The Fuck Is A Cocktail Party.

KING
Hold on. Liking broccoli is not an Exclusively Caucasian Experience.

DEREK
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Thanks.

KING
But I bet you eat it with ranch and blue cheese.

JONI grins at KING, then DEREK. Maybe they’re friends now.

DEREK
[to JONI] You have siblings?

JONI
Sure.

DEREK
[joking] Sure? You either do or you don’t.

Beat. JONI starts with the doorknob again, but DEREK steps closer. It’s a sincere attempt
to connect, but it’s unwelcome. And he was doing so good.

DEREK
Tell us about them.

JONI
I’ve got two younger than me. Sixteen and always hungry. [to KING] They’ll eat your broccoli.

KING
Any older?

JONI
Twenty-four year old brother with oldest daughter energy.

KING
Ha.

DEREK looks confused. JONI humors him.

JONI
Like an unpaid intern but for parenting.

DEREK
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For real?

KING
You do all the work they don’t wanna do and then they get all the credit.

JONI
And you inherit all the family baggage. [nodding toward him] King’s an oldest daughter.

KING
[laughing] Go fuck yourself.

DEREK
I’m an only kid. I dunno what that makes me. [beat] Lonely?

KING
That implies you have to be an only kid to be lonely.

DEREK
[joking] I mean. [then, realizing] ...are you?

Beat.

KING
[quietly] Why do you care so much?

JONI stares at DEREK as if she’s calculating his next answer. He catches her eyes
briefly, then looks away, deeply uncomfortable. Finally:

DEREK
I...you just seem like you have a lot to say and haven’t said it.

At this moment, JONI’s bobby pin breaks in half. Maybe it gets stuck in the lock. She
looks over at KING, who breathes deeply.

KING
I don’t know, man. I’m fourteen and taking care of four little kids. And I love them, but I didn’t
fucking ask for kids. I asked for sisters. And now I’m rocking them to sleep and shaking their
fucking baby formula instead of, like, joining robotics. But complaining about it is selfish, cause
who’s gonna get it? Who’s gonna care? My dad works twelve-hour days and clocks out to take a
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piss, and my mom wants to be here, but she isn’t. [beat] It’s not even that I don’t want to help
out. It’s that I didn’t have a choice.

Beat. That was a lot to hear and there’s even more to say.

DEREK
You’re not selfish.

KING
[dryly] Yeah, that’s comforting, coming from you.

DEREK
I [care] -

JONI
[before DEREK can start] No, I get it. It’s the same with my brothers. You close your eyes and
there’s something new to do.

KING
Yeah. Yeah, and like, if I don’t get it done…

JONI
It’s like every hour is the end of your world.

KING brushes past DEREK to stand beside JONI. He frustratedly kicks at the door.
Maybe in an empathetic gesture, she squeezes his arm.

JONI
You have a job, too?

KING
Yeah, two. Part-time retail. I’m Target’s whore.

JONI
Oof. Target. But you’re cheating.

KING
Yeah, with Marshalls & HomeGoods.

JONI and KING share a laugh, but DEREK isn’t finding it so funny.
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DEREK
Is that a lot for you?

KING
I guess.

When DEREK stares in response:

KING
[shrugging] Someone’s gotta do the dirty work.

DEREK
I mean, if there’s any way we can help, dude.

KING
[exhausted] I don’t want your pity.

DEREK
No, I...that’s not what I mean. [long pause] My mom wasn’t around a lot when I was younger.
She drank. She never hit anyone, she was just crying all the time. I think she was really
depressed, and my dad didn’t know what to do about it, and so he didn’t do anything - but then
she got into hard drugs and that was kinda the line. We’re not rich, but we have money, and so
she went to therapy and shit. I got a babysitter. The house was kinda quiet for a while, and then
one day she came home and baked cookies with me. We mostly just do that when Dad’s not
home, now. Very masculine. [beat] Sometimes we’re each other’s only company.

JONI and KING stare at him.

DEREK
So I guess what I’m saying is I get it. And I have money, and I can help.

KING
[genuinely] Thanks. [pause] But I still don’t want your help.

NOW it’s awkward.

JONI
So. Target’s Whore.
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KING
Ha. Yeah.

JONI
I worked there a while. Pay’s okay.

KING
Yeah. Thirteen an hour to hang bras on a wall.

DEREK
Hang bras on a wall?

JONI
You should steal me some.

KING
They needed somebody in women’s intimates. [to JONI] I cannot steal you some.

JONI
Fine. Derek can buy me some.

DEREK
What?

JONI
True trans allyship is buying poor girls cheap bras.

KING laughs. Loud. DEREK doesn’t know whether to laugh or not. When he’s clearly
struggling:

JONI
I was kidding. But I mean.

JONI gives DEREK a funny side glance. She wants a bra.

DEREK
You like working at Target?

JONI
Me?
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DEREK nods.

JONI
I worked the register. It was fine, I guess. Got the money I needed.

DEREK
But not enough to buy a cheap bra.

JONI can’t help but laugh. His humor is kind.

DEREK
Maybe I’ll buy you dinner and some Target underwear. [realizing] Uh, not like that.

JONI
[with a shit-eating grin] Okay.

DEREK
Still part of the bit.

JONI
You promise?

KING
Real men don’t joke about Target.

After laughter:

DEREK
Why’d you stop working there?

The mood changes. JONI casts a long, calculated look at DEREK before answering.

JONI
It was a fifteen minute drive from my house, and I was borrowing my dad’s car, but then he
wouldn’t let me anymore, so I had to quit.

DEREK
Ouch. Why’d he do that?
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Long, SHARP beat.

JONI
Because he caught me stuffing a bra and kicked me out of the house. Does that answer your
question.

Longer beat. KING is looking away.

DEREK
I’m - look, I’m really / sorry -

JONI
Yeah, you’re sorry. No, you’re not sorry. You know how many questions you ask just to make
yourself feel good? What do I get out of that? I get uncomfortable? [before he can respond]
They’re immigrants. Family is everything, so I come home twice a month to scrounge for money
but mostly to convince the aunties that everything’s okay. I’m living couch-to-couch because
they don’t believe God thinks twice. And you know the worst part? It’s not even their fault.
They’re just lost and they miss their kid. And I miss them too, I miss the house, but I don’t
wanna end up / killing myself -

DEREK
But that’s abuse.

JONI
You don’t think I know that?

DEREK
Couldn’t you go to CPS? Or like the guidance counselor?

JONI
Yeah, so my undiagnosed parents can lose their jobs and their self worth. My mom is a teacher,
dude.

DEREK
I just -

JONI
You just think my parents don’t deserve a decent job or a loving kid.

DEREK
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I -

KING
[before it can escalate] I feel that.

The attention is on him now.

KING
My mom was the same way. [beat] Is.

JONI
[deflating] Yeah?

KING casts a quick, nervous glance at DEREK, as if he doesn’t know if he should say it
in front of him.

KING
Yeah, I mean, it’s not the same, but my mom’s struggled with drug addiction for as long as I can
remember. And it’s not her fault, she was unhoused a long time before me, it kept her alive. She
never hit us but it got so fucking loud. She tried everything she could to get better, she worked
shifts through the relapses, and then one day she went to prison. It’s hard with her, it’s so hard
without her. [shaking head] But it’s not her fault.

In the brief, gentle silence, KING has sat down beside JONI on the floor. Slowly, she
takes his hand. It’s in no way romantic - it’s a quiet reminder that through the white noise, you’re
alive.

JONI
You ever talk?

KING
To me, she does. She used to call all of us every night, and then every other night, and now it’s
just on holidays, birthdays, first day of school. I think Dad doesn’t want her talking to us too
much, thinks maybe we’ll turn out like her. And I dunno, maybe we will. But I...I dunno if I care.
I tell her she can call me whenever she can, whenever she wants. She’ll cry on the phone
sometimes. I try to take care of her.

JONI nods - the two sit a little closer together. DEREK sits down on the other side of
KING.
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KING
[to DEREK] What do you say?

DEREK
What?

KING
To your mom. When she’s fucked up.

DEREK
I dunno. I tell her that she’s human. And not to worry, and that I love her. Really, I say whatever I
can mean.

A long beat. The room feels slow, kind. A little scared. It is obvious, more than ever, that
they’re only kids.

JONI
Does she fuck up a lot?

DEREK
I dunno. Depends on who you ask. She’s a lot better now, but...you know.

JONI
Yeah, I know.

DEREK
It’s still work. She’s still gotta try.

JONI
Yeah. [laughing] Like how my mom will pay my phone bill but won’t give me keys to the house.

KING
Oof.

DEREK
That’s not funny.

KING
It’s a little funny.
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JONI
If you wanna see me in Target underwear, you gotta laugh at my jokes.

DEREK
[embarrassed, but okay, she is funny] Even more reason not to then.

JONI
Rude.

KING
Transphobic, even.

JONI
Racially motivated.

A bubble of laughter, and then it pops. As they come down from this moment, the world is
sad again.

KING
It just sucks, though, you know? Cause if you’re not laughing about it, you’re crying about it.

JONI nods. Maybe she holds his hand a little tighter.

DEREK
[quiet, vulnerable] Why don’t you let me help you.

KING
What?

DEREK
Like, the drugs, your mom. Like I / get it -

KING
No, no you don’t / get it -

DEREK
You haven’t even given it a chance.

JONI stands up. As she does, the projector above them sloooowly rolls down. Throughout
the rest of the act, relevant research is flashed up as the conversation progresses. For example:
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rates of survival crime among QTPOC youth, blurbs on inaccessible therapy, the effectiveness of
zero tolerance policies, drug scheduling among the white rich elite. The story these three tell is a
product of an oppressive system, and the statistics show it.

JONI
I think he has.

KING
God, let’s just move on, man -

DEREK
I just don’t know why you’re saying all this if you don’t want me to / help you -

KING
Dude, let it go -

JONI
Christ, what?

KING
[shouting] LET IT GO.

KING has pushed himself to his feet. It’s zero-to-100. There’s a shocked silence.

KING
I get it, man. You’re lonely. You wanna help. And like maybe, in another world, I would let you -
but you don’t get it. You don’t, you never will, not when you keep talking over me. I’m sorry
your mom was an addict and I’m sorry your house is so fucking quiet, I know it sucks, I know,
but your mom’s recovered and my mom never will. They don’t make therapy for Black women.
They make shitty church groups where all the white moms snort cocaine but will look at you
funny for smoking crack. They charge $150 per session for a therapist 45 minutes away who’ll
ask to touch your hair. Why would you want that? How would you afford that? Do you even
really know what I’m here for?

DEREK says nothing.

KING
Dad’s pay got cut last week. I tried to steal a kid’s wallet and he caught me, and then he punched
me. So yeah, I need the money, but I don’t want it from you. I wanna earn it. Or I wanna get it
from someone who sees me as a person, not a charity case. You don’t get to give me money for
brownie points.

DEREK still says nothing.
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KING
Like, you’re so in your head about us being so similar, but I’m here cause I need twenty bucks,
and you’re here for smoking weed. At a school with a zero-tolerance policy. Do you know what
would happen if I got caught with your weed? [shaking his head] My mom’s in prison for
possession, man. And you’re trying to tell me how to get help.

Silence.

KING
You’re just gonna sit there? You’ve got nothing to say to that?

DEREK shakes his head.

JONI
[irritated] You know he wouldn’t be saying that to you if he didn’t think you were worth talking
to.

DEREK
Are you mad at me?

JONI
Are you mad at him?

DEREK
I just don’t know what to say. It’s like some twisted Olympics to be the saddest person in the
room.

JONI
It’s not. Maybe it is for you.

DEREK
No, see? You’re doing it / again -

JONI
I’m doing what again?

DEREK
Making me out to be a jackass but not telling me why I’m / a jackass -
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JONI
Hire someone else to spell your shit out / for you -

DEREK
Sorry that it’s work to fucking talk to me, Jesus / Christ -

JONI
[shouting] IT IS! It literally is. [silence] Look, I’m sorry, genuinely, I’m really sorry you’ve had a
rough life. But if you need someone to fucking wipe your tears and give you a little forehead kiss
to really, productively give a shit, that’s work nobody signed up for. And I know. I know I’m not
nice, but it is taxing. To explain that your life is difficult because someone rolling in their grave
wanted it to be. But King is doing it for you, he’s explaining it for you, and all you have to say
about it is “but my mommy went to therapy”? Did your mommy get called a slur in the waiting
room?

KING
[tightly] You don’t have to speak for me.

Beat. There’s a moment of realization.

DEREK
[quietly] What are you here for?

JONI
I told you. [pause] Unexcused absences. Three gets you detention, five gets you suspension. I’m
on number four.

DEREK
Oh.

JONI
I’m living from couch to couch. Sometimes we get food for free, or heat, or a whole guest
bedroom for a week, and sometimes we don’t. So if I’m gonna come to school just to get called a
fag once per hour for eight hours, I’m not gonna come at all.

DEREK
I’m sorry.

JONI
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Are you? Or do you just not know what to say. [beat] That’s how it is. Pity won’t change how it
is. My brother’s a drop out, he’s a sex worker, he gets us most our money and that’s not enough.
Then I sell weed for your dealer. Did you know that? [another beat] The world’s built around
people like you. Even when we’re just trying to make it by, we're working for you. That’s all.
Pity can’t change that.

A long, thick silence. DEREK is crying, just a little. The three stand separated.
Crestfallen.

DEREK
So what can I do? To help, then?

JONI is tired. She stares at him like he’s a lost puppy on his last legs.

JONI
Help yourself.

The doorknob clicks. The three scramble back to their seats. Blackout.
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ACT 3
CYCLE

In the darkness, the projector’s light is blinding. An abrupt montage of interview clips
play as the door creaks open. The MONITOR steps inside, holding the key. When the montage is
over, dim lights come up on each of the characters.

MONITOR
Derek.

The MONITOR throws the key to DEREK. He scrambles to his feet to catch it just in time.
The MONITOR gestures sharply with his head out the door, then walks off stage.

DEREK stares out after the MONITOR. KING and JONI watch him. Uncomfortably, he
meets their eyes, then walks to the doorframe. Overhead, the projector screen displays statistics
on white cis boys and drug addiction, graduation, higher education, incarceration.

DEREK
I’ll come back for you.

DEREK shuts the door behind him. There’s an extra long silence.

Then the lock clicks.

Maybe KING puts his head in his hands. Maybe JONI cries in quiet frustration. After
some time, she stands up and reaches out for his hand. They walk toward the two empty door
frames. She looks at him and smiles, just a little. It’s enough.

JONI
I’ll go first.

Squeezing his hand, JONI walks through the door and offstage. Overhead, the projector
lists statistics that will determine her fate: the rates of trans WOC in sex work, the probability of
suicide, the realities of policing and incarceration. Maybe based on the numbers, her fate is
randomly decided and projected each night. Maybe we’ll never know.

KING walks through next. Now, the projector lists statistics of Black men in higher
education, incarceration, drug abuse, recidivism. It explains the realities of CPS and the
probability they will take away his sisters. Maybe we see the drop-out statistics for POC students
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in Allentown, and the percent of kids who get arrested in the U.S. per year. Maybe we’ll never
know.

The footlights on the doors fade. There’s a long, sad silence where we think this is it. But
then the door lock clicks one more time. Warm light floods through. It’s JONI. She’s dressed
differently. She looks...peaceful. The key is in her hand.

The projector rolls with statistics related to the success of restorative justice. As we read,
she walks around. Straightens the chairs out. Maybe she puts the key on the desk.

The audience gets a final clip of one of our interviews that, at least to some degree, summarizes
the struggles of kids like them.

JONI walks out.

Blackout.

END OF PLAY
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